OpenNebula - Bug #1923
Ozones should not use settings

04/17/2013 11:02 AM - Javi Fontan

Description

Do not use settings from rack as it breaks the software with some rack versions:

```
(__DELEGATE__):2:in `settings': stack level too deep (SystemStackError)
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `send'
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `settings'
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `send'
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `settings'
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `send'
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `settings'
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `send'
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `settings'
    ... 2031 levels...
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `settings'
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `send'
  from (__DELEGATE__):2:in `settings'
  from /usr/lib/one/ozones/ozones-server.rb:100
```

Does not work in CentOS

Associated revisions
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History

#1 - 04/29/2013 01:26 PM - Javi Fontan
- Status changed from Assigned to Closed
- Resolution set to fixed
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